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CHAPTER 9. INTRODUCTION

Signs are important to businesses in Missoula, but they also contribute to the architectural character of a building or area. Signs in
Missoula should balance functional requirements associated with
identifying a business or organization with objectives for design
excellence. Design character, readability, integration with a site and
building and contribution to the overall design quality of a project are all factors that should be considered. The size, placement,
contrast, materials and lighting used for a sign all contribute to its
visual quality.

The design guidelines in this document promote the use of signs
that are aesthetically pleasing, of an appropriate scale and integrated with a building’s overall design. All signs throughout the City are
subject to the regulations of Missoula’s sign ordinance.
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Sign Definition and Relationship to Sign Code

The Missoula Municipal Code defines a sign as “any identification,
description, illustration or device, illuminated or non-illuminated,
that is visible from any public place or is located on private property and exposed to the public and that directs attention to a product,
service, place, activity, person, institution, business or solicitation,
including any permanently installed or situation merchandise; or
any emblem, painting, banner, pennant, placard or temporary sign
designed to advertise, identify or convey information, with the
exception of window displays, and flags, emblems, crests or insignia of any nation, or governmental subdivision.” The term sign also
includes the sign’s structure.
While the Municipal Code addresses both permanent and temporary signs, the design guidelines in this document focus on permanent signs that are part of the architecture and design of a building
or site. Temporary signage is exclusively addressed in the Municipal Code.
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Sign Types

The following permanent sign types are addressed in these guidelines. They are consistent with the Missoula Sign Code with one
exception. Monument and Pole Signs are differentiated under the
Ground Sign category. Definitions for the specific sign types addressed in this document are included below and shown in the
photo matrix in Figure 5.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Awning. A sign painted on, printed, or otherwise attached flat
against the surface of an awning.
Box. A sign with text or symbols printed on plastic, an acrylic
sheet or similar material (including “flex face,” fabric-like material) that is mounted on a cabinet or box that houses any lighting source and equipment.
Canopy. A sign painted on, printed, or otherwise attached flat
against the surface of, or above, a canopy.
Dynamic Display. Signs capable of displaying words, symbols,
figures, or images that can be electronically or mechanically
changed by remote or automatic means.
Ground (Monument). A sign erected on a freestanding frame,
mast, wall or pier or other structure affixed to the ground and
not attached to any building.
Ground (Pole). A sign erected on a freestanding pole and not
attached to any building.
Hanging. A sign that is suspended below the ceiling, roof, awning, canopy, marquee, or floor overhang.
Projecting. A sign, other than a wall sign, that is attached to
and projects from a structure or building face.
Wall. A sign attached to or erected against the wall of a building with the face in a parallel plane to the plane of the building
wall, including a sign attached to a parapet wall that may be
constructed specifically for the purpose of attaching a sign.
Window. A sign installed inside a window for purposes of
viewing from outside the premises. This term does not include
merchandise located in a window.
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Figure 5. Sign Types
Awning
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Sign Appropriateness by Downtown Context/
Corridor Typology

Signs have been used historically for identifying a business or other features. In traditional settings like Downtown Missoula, signs
were almost always affixed to a building or directly integrated into
its design. This was sufficient to attract patrons that walked by. As
automobile use has increased, new signs have been developed that
are intended to catch the eye of both motorists and pedestrians.
As such, certain sign types are discouraged in some Downtown
Contexts or Corridor Typologies. Where a higher degree of pedestrian activity is anticipated, signage designed to cater to motorists
is discouraged. Table 4 shows the signage types that are preferred
and discouraged for each Downtown Context and Corridor Typology.

Table 4. Preferred Sign Types by Downtown Context/Corridor Typology
Typology
1

Typology
2

Typology
3

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

D

D

L

L

D

D

D

L

D

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

D

A

A

A

D

D

D

L

L

D

D

D

L

D

D

D

D

D

Hanging

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Window

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Awning
Box

Canopy

Ground
(Monument)
Ground
(Pole)

Projecting
Wall

Typology Downtown Downtown
Downtown Downtown
Hip Strip
4
Inner Core Outer Core
Gateway
North

A=Appropriate; L=Limited Application Only; D=Discouraged
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CHAPTER 10. SIGN DESIGN
Signs in Missoula should contribute to the design character of an
area, whether in a Corridor or in Downtown. Signs provide an opportunity to express creativity, showcase Missoula’s businesses
and organizations, and contribute to a distinct identity that is
unique to Missoula. Additionally, signs should be in keeping with
the objectives for Downtown Contexts and Corridor Typologies.
For example, in Downtown where compatibility with traditional
character is important, signs should be placed, sized and designed
to be compatible with those seen traditionally. In areas where a
higher level of pedestrian activity is expected, signs should be human scaled and placed in a rhythm along the street. On Corridors
that are expected to continue to function as auto-oriented environments like Typology 4 Corridors, a broader array of signage types
is appropriate.
This chapter provides general guidance for all sign types and specific guidelines for individual sign types.
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Guidelines for All Sign Types

The guidelines in this section apply to all signs.

Architectural Integration and Compatibility
Design and locate a sign to be within
the overall context of a building and
site.

Signs impact the visual continuity and quality of a site and building. Signage should be located, placed, scaled and designed as an
integral element of a development.
S1.

Design and locate a sign to be within the overall context
of a building and site.
•
•
•

S2.

Design a sign to convey visual interest
toward the public realm.

•
•

Design a sign to be in scale with its setting.
•
•
•

S3.

Coordinate a building-mounted sign within the facade composition.
Place a sign to fit within architectural features and highlight
them rather than obscure them.
Locate a ground-mounted sign within a landscaped area
within a site.
Coordinate all signs within a single project.
Use a sign to help accentuate a primary entry.

Design a sign to be in proportion to the building and site.
Design a sign to be subordinate to the overall building in size
and character.
For a ground sign, ensure there is adequate room within the
landscaped area so the sign does not appear squeezed or out
of scale.

Design a sign to convey visual interest toward the public
realm.
•
•
•

Ensure the sign is clearly visible from the public right-of-way.
Use of creative fonts, colors and symbols is encouraged.
Place signage on the ground floor so that it is in the sight line
of a pedestrian or vehicle passenger.

Design a sign to be in scale with its setting.
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Illumination

Sign illumination should minimize surface glare of panel signs
and limit light spill onto adjoining properties. Illumination should
occur such that the sign remains subordinate to the buildings, site
and neighborhood.
S4.

Minimize glare and light pollution associated with a
sign.
•

S5.

•
•
•
•

Use only the amount of illumination needed to ensure sign
visibility.
Encourage the use of external illumination.
Limit the size of illumination fixtures.
Limit the illumination to the sign area.
Shield light fixtures so illumination does not extend beyond
the sign area.

Where internal illumination is used for a sign, ensure
that the sign remains subordinate to the building.
•
•
•

Limit internal illumination to individual letters, logos or other
sign graphics.
Ensure that the internal light source is not visible.
Discourage internal illumination of an entire sign.

Encourage the use of external
illumination.

Legibility

A sign is most effective when it is easily legible from the public
realm. Signs that are easily readable are also effective at generating
visual interest. A sign should be designed to maximize readability
from the public realm.
S6.

Design a sign to be clearly legible to pedestrians, and in
some cases, vehicles.
•
•
•
•
•

Use font styles and colors that are easy to read.
Use a brief, succinct message on the sign.
Use contrasting colors so the text on the sign is more easily
readable.
Limit the number of fonts used on a sign. For small signs, a
maximum of two fonts is encouraged. For larger signs, a maximum of three fonts is encouraged.
Avoid hard-to-read fonts.
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Materials

Sign materials can add to the visual quality of a building and site.
Signs should utilize materials that express a sense of texture and
detail that creates visual interest. Materials should be compatible
with the building material on which they are placed. This does not
mean that a sign should utilize the same material as the building.
Instead a sign material should contrast with, but not overpower
the building material. Sign materials should also be proven durable
in the Missoula climate.
S7.

Use a sign material that is compatible
with the building on which it is placed.

Use a sign material that is compatible with the building
on which it is placed.

S8.

•

S9.

•

Choose a sign material that generates contrast with the building, but remains subordinate.

Use a sign material that creates visual interest.
•

Use a sign material with detail, shadow, contrast and other
qualities that express a sense of permanence.
Avoid signage materials that result in a visually flat appearance.

Use a permanent, durable sign material that will not
deteriorate in Missoula’s climatic conditions.
•

Use a sign material that expresses detail, shadow, contrast
and other visual qualities that present a sense of visual permanence.

Use a permanent, durable material.
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Buildings as Signs

Architecture or building as signage refers to when a building’s
design is integrated and coordinated with its signage scheme to the
point that the building itself becomes a sign. Color, lighting and architectural details that match the business’ logo and signage create
an overall effect that functions as a sign instead of architecture.
S10.

Limit the use of a business’s logo and sign colors on a
building.
•
•
•

Do not use a business logo or initials as an architectural design feature in a building.
Limit the use of business colors to the sign area and minor
accents.
Differentiate the colors of a cornice, window trim, and other
architectural features from those used for a sign.

Limit the use of a business’s logo and sign colors on a building.
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Scenario A:
Logo color on sign
and canopies only
Scenario B:
Logo color on the
sign, canopies and
on a small surface
area (such as an
accent stripe)

Scenario C:
A moderately
larger surface area
of logo color, but
still subordinate to
the overall building character and
color scheme

Scenario D: Majority of color scheme
is logo color and is
not subordinate to
the overall building
character

Limit the use of business colors to the sign area and minor accents.
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Guidelines for Specific Sign Types
Awning
S11.

Design printing on an awning to be subordinate to the
awning.
•

Box
S12.

•

Design printing on an awning to be
subordinate to the awning.

Discourage the use of box signs.
•

Canopy
S13.

Scale printing on an awning sign to only cover a modest
amount of the material.
Use a color that contrasts well with the color of the awning.

Where a box sign is used, ensure that any internal illumination focuses only on the sign lettering instead of the entire
sign area.

Design a sign on a canopy to be subordinate to the architectural canopy element itself.
•
•

Design a sign on a canopy to be
subordinate to the architectural canopy
element itself.

Use lettering or graphics that fit within the canopy structure.
Use colors that contrast with the canopy material.

Ground (Monument)
S14.

Locate a monument sign to integrate with a site design.
•
•

S15.

•
•

Locate a monument sign so that it does not encroach on or
interrupt a prominent site feature, like an internal walkway.
Size a monument sign to be scaled to fit comfortably within
the landscape area to which it is affixed.
Encourage the use of natural materials for a monument sign.
Encourage the enhancement of a monument sign with stones,
special landscaping or other elements.

Locate a monument sign to integrate
with a site design.

Scale a monument sign or features within a monument
sign to establish a sense of human scale.
•
•

Use a low profile monument sign that is clearly visible and
readable, but does not obstruct views to the building.
Use a more substantial material at the base of a monument
sign to help anchor the sign to the ground.

Ground (Pole)
S16.

Discourage the use of pole signs except on Corridors
where high levels of pedestrian activity are not anticipated.
•

Where a pole sign is used, minimize its height.
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Hanging
S17.

Where overhangs or covered walkways occur, encourage the use of a hanging sign.
•
•

Where overhangs or covered walkways
occur, encourage the use of a hanging
sign.

Projecting
S18.

Locate and design a projecting sign to relate to building
entries and convey visual interest.
•
•

Wall
S19.

Locate and design a projecting sign to
relate to building entries and convey
visual interest.

Locate a small hanging sign near the business entrance, just
above or to the side of the door.
Design a bracket, chain and other hardware for a hanging sign
to complement the sign composition.

Locate and design a wall sign to be subordinate to a
building.
•
•

Window
S20.

Locate a small projecting sign near the business entrance, just
above or to the side of the door.
Design a bracket for a projecting sign to complement the sign
composition.

Limit the projection of a wall sign so as not to detract from
the building itself.
Place the wall sign on a flat surface such that it does not cover
or obscure architectural features.

Design a window sign to preserve transparency and visual connectivity into a ground floor commercial space.
•
•

Use a minimal amount of opaque material for a window sign.
Scale a window sign so that it only covers a modest amount of
a single glass window panel.

Design a window sign to preserve
transparency and visual connectivity
into a ground floor commercial space.
Locate and design a wall sign to be
subordinate to a building.
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